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RealNex has proven to be a one stop shop for all things Commercial Real Estate. We rely on the up to date information, ability to 
run thorough surveys, have a full understanding off the properties available and most importantly impress our clients with the 
presentation of it all. In a time we are so inundated with new technology and listing sites it is great to be able to cut through all the 
noise and know we have the most comprehensive product on the market.

Natalie Wainwright  |  VP, LOGIC Commercial Real Estate

Find your prefect
property here!

Join our global
community

of CRE professionals.
It’s Free!

Add your listings to those of over 250,000 in 
our database or search our database of 

available For Sale and For Lease properties. 
Set your profile and property interests to fully 

engage in our global community.

No Premium Subscriptions required. All 
listings get full exposure and all searches 

receive complete results.

MarketPlace
Buy. Sell. Lease. Transact!
Creating the most
efficient commercial
real estate market

™



Search Smarter.
Stay Alert to the latest offerings.

Set your search criteria and let us do the rest. As new offerings are published 
that meet your specifications, you will receive a notification with a link to full 
listing details. Create Client Watch Lists and share comprehensive personally 
branded offering packages complete with alerts when any listings are 
updated.

Generate More leads Faster.
Proactive marketing
and CRM integration.

Our RealCampaigns™ eMarket offerings include branded single and 
multi-property digital brochures to drive traffic to your listings. Tap into your 
RealNex CRM and email to your private prospect list or access our vast 
proprietary database. Add a Deal Room to manage the full Accelerated Sale 
Process. All marketing results feed back into your CRM for proactive 
follow-up and complete client reporting.

Follow-up with ease. Our detailed
Dashboards target the best opportunities.

Monitor all activity with comprehensive Dashboards indicating all prospect 
activity. Know who has looked at your listings and how frequently. Track the 
success of email campaigns and watch as prospects access and download 
documents from your Deal Rooms. As you drill down you will know who you 
need to re-engage and who is ready to move to closing. Targeted follow-up 
saves time and gets deals closed faster than ever.
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